
Teacher Checklist for Grouping

Directions: Use the following checklist for grouping .

Setting Up—Before Grouping

Check the following .

�� Make sure materials are in the appropriate place .

�� Think through role cards (what you want each role to look and sound like) . 

�� Create and share the rubric (including behavior and academic expectations) or criteria for success .

�� Create a student group list .

�� Identify a method for grouping and how many students will be in the group .

�� Write out group goals (work expectations) .

�� Have a checklist of activity procedures for students (group assignment details) .

Reminding Students—Before and During Grouping

Check the following .

�� Monitor noise level .

�� Direct groups to where in the room they should remain during the activity .

�� Identify what to do if there is a question .

�� Show the group evaluation sheet that students will complete after group work and go over
group etiquette .

�� Explain role cards, which group they will be in, group goal, how much time they’ll have, where
materials are, and rubric expectations .

�� Explain what groups should do when they complete assignments .

�� Explain what to do with completed assignments .

Providing Closure—After Grouping

Check the following .

�� Allow time for group reflection .

�� Check that the group recorder completes the group evaluation sheet with input from other
group members .

�� Make sure the reporter explains what the group learns, questions it still has, or challenges it had .

�� Create time for teams to set improvement goals for the next group activity .

�� Assess student group work by using a rubric (individual effort and group effort) .
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